Polar Star

The world is your oyster when cruising aboard the impressive Polar
Star. Designed for effortless cruising and stamped with the pedigree
of one of the world’s premier shipyards, the magnificent 63.4m (208’)
yacht encompasses all the features of luxury living afloat

Main features
–
+ Abundant and
generous deck
space
+ Accommodation
on main and upper
decks
+ Unobstructed
views from the
master suite
+ Go anywhere yacht
+ At anchor
stabilisers
+ Extensive refit
in 2011
+ Ice-class hull
+ Large selection
of tenders and
water toys
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Polar Star perfectly combines outstanding oceangoing qualities and ice-breaker capabilities with
the interior volume and amenities of a luxury
superyacht. Her design, by the highly acclaimed
Espen Øino, incorporates the traditional style of an
explorer vessel with the strong sleek lines of
a modern yacht.
Her expansive interior features a wide
selection of living areas and facilities for all
requirements providing total comfort when
spending long periods of time at sea. Classically
designed and sympathetically upgraded in 2011,
her interior lets in light at every opportunity,
which enhances the Hamptons beach-style
décor. Sumptuous accommodation is arranged
across six cabins, including a panoramic master
suite with private study on the upper deck, a
VIP cabin and four doubles, all with beautifully
appointed bathrooms and the latest entertainment
systems. An elevator runs from the lower deck to
the sun deck.
Her abundant and generous outdoor spaces
play host to multiple relaxation, sun lounging and
alfresco dining areas for family and friends to
enjoy in addition to a large Jacuzzi, bar, barbecue
and open-air cinema. She also boasts a gym and
movie theatre.
Particular attention has been given to access to
the water and easy launch of her comprehensive
list of toys and tenders, which include an 8.8-metres
Naiad jet tender and the ultimate wake toy – a
7.8-metres Malibu Wakesetter tender. Water sport
aficionados can enjoy extreme thrills surfing waves
of up to two metres tall directly behind the Malibu
tender thanks to an ingenious draft increasing
hydrofoil system.
Polar Star has an excellent chef and charterfriendly crew of 17. She is available for charter and
viewings this summer in Eastern Mediterranean.
For more information on chartering or purchasing
Polar Star, contact your Camper & Nicholsons
International broker, see page 8

Specifications
–
Length
63.4m (208’)
–
Beam
12.8m (42’)
–
Draft
3.7m (12’1)
–
Builder
Lürssen
–
Interior designer
Pauline Nunns
Aileen Rodriguez
–
Year
2005 refit 2011
–
Guests
12
–
Crew
17
–
Charter price from
€380,000 per week
–
Asking price
€55,000,000
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